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Fed Data is in a good place

Economy is fading (not failing)

Rates should fall

What does that mean for markets?
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Inflation & employment are about as good as it gets!

Record 
Low

Now
+1 year

Inflation Unemployment Rate
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GDP growth: Expected to be slow but positive
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Everything is slowing



When will the US Consumer slow 
down?
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US Consumer driving US economy
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Consumers still seem to have savings

Source: ING
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Consumer defaults ticking up (but not like 2007)
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Real wages are helping US consumption
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Few industries have seen layoffs
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Supply of workers dipped (but has mostly recovered)

Prime age recovered

2.1mn excess 
retirements
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Demand for labor recovered (but has now dipped)
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…wage growth is slowing (which is good for inflation)



There are even more reasons rates 
should fall
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Monetary & Fiscal policy will drag
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Demographics: a downward force on long-term rates
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Demographics: are a downward force on long-term rates

EuropeJapan
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Without cuts, “real” rates are still rising

Real interest rates
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Lower rates…but no more “free money”

 Inflation

 Rates

 Growth

2.0%
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US rates normally fall faster than current expectations



Lower rates:
What does this mean?
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Companies will benefit
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Companies: Bankruptcies in PPP catch up

Q4 Estimate

COVID

COVID-19
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Rates might matter to more companies soon…
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Lower rates relieve pressure on small banks…
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Commercial: Only Office delinquency is rising
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Office loans mature over time
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Office construction slowing
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Although fully remote job adds are back to pre-covid trend



Households will benefit
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Homes: Higher rates & higher prices?
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…have made housing unaffordable
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Households locked at low long-term rates
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Rates have boosted new home construction



Government finances might 
also benefit
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Rates matter to governments too…
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Interest expense expected to increase
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Rates might matter to bond markets too…



What does this mean for stocks?
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Businesses still don’t trust the consumer

 How companies 
feel

What the data 
says
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Earnings drive long-term returns
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Wages dented margins, but not revenues

Supply chain 
bottlenecks 

expand margins
(Greedflation)

Wage gains 
compress 
margins

Earnings Recession

 Consumer
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Consumer-driven sectors doing better
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US stock Market has defied high rates
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Large cap earnings growth & margins strongest
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Market returns driven by Magnificent 7
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Magnificent 7: Trillion-dollar-company club
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Magnificent 7 have superior margins & real revenues
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2024 Rates falling should be a tailwind for stocks

Rates Falling

Earnings improving
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A valuation rotation in 2024?

“Rich”
Higher PE than normal

“Cheap”
Lower PE than 

normal



What if we are wrong (about the soft 
landing)?
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What if we are wrong about the soft landing?
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What if we are wrong about the soft landing?

10-year hits 5%



Questions?
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Sign up for our research at: 
nasdaq.com/authors/phil-mackintosh


